WELCOME TO MANDALAY BAY! WITH SO MUCH TO SEE, DO AND DIVE INTO, HERE’S A LIST OF ALL THE THINGS THAT ARE HAPPENING THIS WEEK.

DEC 12 - 18

Featuring live entertainment

- Fridays and Saturdays from 7 P.M. – 12 A.M.
- Fridays and Saturdays from 8 P.M. – 12 A.M.
- Fridays and Saturdays from 9 P.M. – 2 A.M.
- Fridays and Saturdays from 10 P.M. – 2 A.M.

#BESTVIEWINVEGAS
MEET THE CHEFS

Slim + Husky’s is a story of three friends with a mission to empower communities while using pizza as their vehicle to engage. The Tennessee State University grads started the fast casual, gourmet pizza joint as a way to serve unique pies and provide jobs to their neighborhood in North Nashville. Now, Slim + Husky’s offers build-your-own pizzas, take out, catering and delivery.

CINNAMON ROLL DUO

STICKY FINGAZ
Caramel sauce, bacon, whiskey, and glazed pecans

COOKIE MONSTA
White chocolate sauce with chocolate cookie and graham cracker crumble

Available through December 31, 2022

@SLIMANDHUSKYS
BUY 1-GET 1 DRINK OFFER

Show your Allegiant Stadium ticket for a BOGO FREE BEER after the event at Hazel Coffee | Cocktails

Click here to see more event day drink specials.

Must be 21 years + to participate. Offer good for a one-time BOGO BEER redemption, per person. Must show Allegiant Stadium ticket upon redemption. Visit participating locations for details.
UPCOMING EVENTS AT
Michelob ULTRA ARENA

CODY JOHNSON
FEATURING RANDY HOUSER & ASHLAND CRAFT
DECEMBER 9
MICHELOB ULTRA ARENA - LAS VEGAS, NV
CODYJOHNSONMUSIC.COM

FIVE FINGER DEATH PUNCH
WITH SPECIAL GUEST CORY MARKS
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 17, 2022
MICHELOB ULTRA ARENA - LAS VEGAS, NV

BUY TICKETS
HOTEL GUEST OFFER
SAVE 15%*

PERFORMING THURSDAY – MONDAY
7:00PM & 9:30PM*

*Show days and times may vary. Price varies depending on show, date, and time. Management reserves all rights.
Visit Kalologie Medspa to look and feel your best!

Kalologie Medspa specializes in IV Therapy and Energy Shots so you can leave Vegas feeling better than when you arrived!

Use code **BEACHB12** for a complimentary **B12 shot** with any IV Therapy purchase.

Tel: 702-632-9566  
Text: 702-710-8209

**Dermal Fillers**
Add volume to plump lips, soften vertical lip lines, smooth lines around the nose and mouth, or lift and contour cheeks.

**Botox**
Botox treatments soften moderate to severe frown lines, crow’s feet, and forehead lines, and prevent new lines from forming.

Visit us today!